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BEHAVIOURAL ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL IMPORTATION 

SPI-B Policing and Security subgroup 

Key points and recommendations 

• The UK currently has no control over the quality of test certificates issued by other coun-
tries. Fraudulent certificates are already in circulation and this renders their validity sus-
pect, unless issued in countries in which the UK has confidence.  

• Removing exemptions to current testing arrangements (e.g. for hauliers) is therefore un-
likely significantly to lower risk of infection. 

• Layering of pre-travel measures (e.g. PCR tests within 72 hours of embarkation; symp-
tom screening and testing immediately prior to departure) would mean that it would be 
more difficult for individuals to manipulate or evade such measures. 

• Confidence in testing for inbound travellers could be increasing by providing certification 
on arrival (i.e. at large testing centres established at ports, railway stations and airports).  

• Large commercial vessels arriving in the UK could be tested before allowing crew to dis-
embark (as in South Korea), particularly if sailing from ports in high-risk countries. 

• The current exemption of air-crew from testing needs to be re-examined in the light of re-
ports of malpractice by some airlines. 

• Until the UK can be sure of the validity of certificates issued overseas, or can establish 
effective on-arrival certification, the success of infection control is likely to depend heavily 
on quarantine. 

• Institutionalised quarantine is a viable short-term option if the UK wishes to increase in-
coming travel. However, it should be considered an emergency expedient or as an auxil-
iary to self-regulated quarantine for individuals who do not have that option. 

• For the foreseeable future, the UK is likely to be reliant on ‘self-regulated’ quarantine if it 
wishes to ease travel bans and encourage greater movement. 

• Self-regulated quarantine poses problems of adherence. If non-travelling members of 
households in which an incoming traveller resides were also included within the remit of 
quarantine they would be less likely to adhere to it than travellers. 

• Adherence to quarantine could be enhanced using various methods, particularly more 
frequent spot-checks. Such checks are more likely to be acceptable than the use of tech-
nologies such as facial recognition or electronic tagging. 

• An international framework for testing, screening and certification is essential for the 
global economy and particularly to assist economic recovery in the UK. The UK will be 
particularly vulnerable in an environment in which a protocol is absent. 

• International parity on issues relating to quarantine and surveillance of recent arrivals is 
also desirable but is likely to be harder to achieve than an agreement on testing, screen-
ing and certification.  

• Until an international agreement is concluded, the UK needs to assess the risks posed 
by certificates issued by different countries, with the same care as it assesses their epi-
demiological situation. This will require a framework for pooling police intelligence 
sources between nations and international bodies such as Interpol. 

• The legal status of individuals with counterfeit certificates and the potential responsibili-
ties of governments and carriers towards such persons, requires close attention in the 
context of bi-lateral travel-corridor agreements or an international protocol. 

 
1. Questions addressed 
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SPI-B was asked to consider a range of questions on behavioural aspects of cross-border 
travel including: testing pre-travel; counterfeit certificates; post-travel quarantine behaviours, 
including compliance and deliberately hiding symptoms. 
 
SPI-B was also invited to consider other issues including the behaviour of different types of 
traveller and problems unique to different modes of transport.  
 
Additionally, the list of questions discussed at the meeting of the Borders working group (15 
January) included requests for behavioural insights into longer-term issues such as interna-
tional travel protocols.  
 
In this briefing, we have focused primarily on the issues of most immediate importance but 
begin with some high-level observations on the likely behaviour of state actors in respect of 
international protocols or their absence. This is intended to flag some issues that will require 
more detailed consideration in future. Our reflections on these issues provide a framework for 
the rest of the paper. 
 
When discussing the issue of certification, we have focused on testing rather than vaccination, 
because the scope of the commission did not include vaccination. Vaccination is potentially a 
game-changer, so the issues identified below will need to be reconsidered when there is ex-
tensive roll-out of vaccination in the UK and other nations and when its potential sterilising 
effects are known. 
 
The particular issue of cross-border travel along the ROI/NI border has not been addressed 
in this paper, although much of what is discussed below is applicable to that context. The 
specific issues relating to this border need to be addressed elsewhere. 
 
It should be noted that there is a particular lack of data concerning specific types of travellers 
in and out of the UK and reasons for travel at different points in the pandemic. Such data would 
be useful for estimating the profile of travellers when restrictions are removed. 
 

2. International context and protocol 

The long-term viability and legitimacy of sanitary measures in the UK depends on a degree of 

parity with those of other nations, particularly those regarded as similar to the UK in terms of 
the balance they strike between public health and individual freedoms. Removing 
discrepancies between individual nations is also widely regarded as desirable from an 

economic point of view and for this reason has long been an object of diplomacy.12  

The absence of international protocols on cross-border travel means that there is likely to be 

prolonged disruption in the last phase of the pandemic and for some time beyond. Nations will 
continue to respond harshly and sometimes precipitately on the basis of limited and possibly 

flawed epidemiological intelligence. States are also likely to use public health concerns/travel 
restrictions to gain economic/political advantage or as a form of retaliation. Every sanitary 
system so far devised has been abused in this way.3  

An international protocol on measures to replace travel bans is therefore vital. The UK is 
peculiarly vulnerable because of its highly developed system of genomic surveillance, which 

is likely to identify Covid19 variants before they are identified in other nations. The reputation 
(and economic well-being) of nation states is likely to depend crucially on the extent to which 
they are seen to comply with international norms.4 This was seen clearly in the wake of SARS 

in 2004. It is important for the UK to have a formative role in shaping these norms. 

Over the last 150 years, pandemics and regional disease outbreaks have been a catalyst to 

international protocols/cooperation.5 But it normally takes some time to achieve this. The chief 
difficulty in drafting a protocol is that countries differ in their approach to quarantine and travel 
restrictions. For geographical, political and historical reasons, remote island nations such as 
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Australia and authoritarian regimes with large land frontiers tend to favour strict arrangements, 
whereas nations like the UK, which depend heavily on trade and movement, tend to favour 

more liberal ones.67  

Three issues are likely to be especially problematic when it comes to drafting an agreement. 

One is the extent to which signatory states are able to differ from international norms if they 
judge that an emergency threatens them in particular. This has been a major issue with the 
operation of the WTO’s Sanitary and Phytosanitary Agreement, for example. The second issue 

is achieving oversight of procedures in other countries (e.g. certification of testing and 
vaccination). The third and most difficult issue is to reach agreement on a mechanism for 

dispute resolution.  

In the case of the WTO, breaches/abuse of sanitary and phytosanitary agreements have been 

hard to resolve because of competing interpretations of the science behind state actions and 
because of lengthy bureaucratic procedures. The delays caused by this have had a 
disproportionately negative effect on smaller, export-dependent states, while advantaging 

larger entities such as China, the US and EU.8 The UK therefore needs to press strongly for 
an effective dispute resolution mechanism and ensure that it has trained and knowledgeable 

negotiators not only to frame the protocol but to be involved in dispute resolution thereafter.  

In this context, the unintended consequences of policies designed to encourage reporting of 
infectious disease outbreaks must be considered.  Laxminarayan et al.’s (2014) study of 

meningococcal meningitis reporting data compiled from 54 African countries between 1966 
and 2002 identified different reasons for failing to report outbreaks to the WHO. 9  For example, 

the 1998 Hajj vaccination requirements were associated with countries who had previously 
reported low levels of infection changing to higher levels of reporting.  Laxminarayan et al. 
argued that policies that change the benefits of reporting made very little impact on the 

reporting habits of countries with a high level of disease, but significantly altered reporting by 
countries with a smaller burden.10 

3. Pre-travel measures for infection control 

The UK, like most other countries, is currently relying partly on travel bans to provide protection 
against Covid19, and particularly new variants of the virus causing this disease. However, 
evidence on the efficacy of such bans is difficult to assess. On the one hand, Errett et al.’s 
(2020) review of evidence on the impact of travel bans in reducing geographic spread of 
emerging infectious diseases (EIDs) (ie.MERS, SARS, EVD, and ZVD) led them to conclude 
that the effectiveness of travel bans was limited by the conflation of travel bans with airline 
cancellations, airport closures, failure to consider land and sea crossings, and failure to 
consider changes in traveller behaviour.11 On the other, a study on travel bans during the 
present pandemic concluded that they were successful.12 The fact that the study focused on 
Australia, however, means that it may not be typical because of that country’s lack of land 
borders. 

There are three main pre-embarkation measures currently in use which could provide 
protection if travel bans were lifted: PCR testing before arrival at the airport; LAMP or lateral 
flow testing immediately prior to departure; and symptomatic screening. These may be 
employed individually or together. The details of these tests and their efficacy are considered 
in accompanying scientific papers. 

The observations below refer chiefly to inbound passengers but the discussion of certification 
is also relevant to passengers leaving the UK. 

When it comes to making decisions about whether or not to travel, there is evidence from other 
countries to suggest that the perceived risk of infection at the destination is a more important 

factor in decision-making than perceived risk of infection during travel.13 However, there is little 
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evidence to enable us to evaluate the behavioural impact of any of the specific measures 
currently used (tests and symptom-screening) on cross-border travellers.  

There is a possibility that negative test results can induce lack of caution in other contexts, 
although there is as yet limited evidence relating to this hypothesis.14,15 It is plausible that a 

negative test result could have an impact on an individual’s willingness to adhere to self-
regulated quarantine after having arrived in the UK. However, it also seems reasonable to 
suppose that testing at the airport and pre-embarkation symptomatic screening may deter 

passengers with symptoms, or those who suspect they may be infected with Covid-19. Testing 
may suppress the desire for travel more generally, since a positive test could mean that a 

passenger loses a ticket without reimbursement.  

However, there is evidence that passengers have evaded symptomatic screening by using 

drugs to reduce fever. In one case, a South Korean student was able to suppress Covid-19 
symptoms on a flight from Chicago to Incheon and then an internal flight to Busan. He was 
able to evade screening at these airports because he took 20 tablets of the antipyretic 

acetaminophen. This was only revealed once he tested positive in Korea, following routine 
contact-tracing questions from the Korean CDC.16 Similarly, a Chinese tourist took antipyretics 

to visit France, despite having both a fever and cough before departing Wuhan.17   

The best-documented behavioural aspects of test certification (for travel) are emerging 
patterns of criminality. Counterfeit vaccination and PCR test certificates are already in 
circulation. Foreign organised criminal gangs (OCGs) have produced them, sometimes for 
their own use (e.g., for international travel and business).18 In the UK, too, counterfeit ‘fit to 
travel’ certificates have been available for some time. They have been made relatively easily 
by photo-shopping and sold at a price of £50-150. To-date, the greatest demand within the 
UK has been for certificates that have enabled travel to Pakistan.19 If certification of testing (or 
vaccination) prior to travel becomes the norm, it is highly likely that many more fake certificates 
would be produced and sold in this and other countries, thus potentially undermining the 
reliability of pre-embarkation measures to reduce infection. 

One way of mitigating these risks is to use digital passes, which would offer a more secure 
method of verification. Theoretically, this could operate in a similar way to the bar-coded 
boarding pass system used for entry into the departure area of airports. Cross-border rail or 
ferry travellers could also make use of such a system. However, it may not be possible to insist 
on digital passes. Although they could be issued to those undergoing tests immediately prior 
to departure, the difficulty would arise with PCR test certificates issued previous to arrival at 
the port of embarkation. An entirely digital scheme would discriminate against those who did 
not have access to such technology or whose mobile device was not working/forgotten. 
Hence, paper certification may have to be relied upon to some extent and this would inevitably 
encourage fraud. Covid-related fraud is currently the fastest growing form of crime in the UK 
and presumably in many other countries.  

The above risks can be mitigated by making certificates more challenging to copy (ideally to 
internationally agreed standards, detailed in a protocol of the kind discussed above). It is also 
essential that implementation should ensure that legitimate certificates are quick and 
convenient for all to access, meaning the financial opportunities for OCGs are limited. The 
challenge of delivering this rapidly should not be underestimated, even in the UK. In other 
countries, it could be far more difficult. 

Unless opportunities for fraud are designed out (that is, unless authentication is very secure), 
it would also create an opportunity for scammers to offer fake test certificates that are never 
actually produced (or that are useless); this would be highly profitable and involve little effort 
for the fraudsters.20 Within each nation, there would be need to be careful regulation of 
approved persons/businesses providing  testing/vaccination and certification. Ideally, 
regulation should be in accordance with international standards and individuals would need to 
access specific types of test stipulated under the agreement. This may require each state to 
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have ‘industrial partners’ that supply test or ‘certificated’ partners which could administer them. 
For outbound travellers, these may need to be reciprocated by the UK to create ‘certificate 
corridors.’  

A key issue for the UK would be to determine the reliability of oversight in other countries. 
Ideally, this should have a bearing on the assessment of risks posed by each country to the 
UK and the inclusion or exclusion of nations from travel-corridors. 

Interpol and Europol are already alert to the issues outlined above. 21 , 22  Establishing an 
enduring mechanism for international police cooperation and sharing of intelligence on false 
certification of testing/vaccination will be vital to the protection of the UK and maintaining 
confidence in international travel generally. Within Europe, there are useful precedents for 
cooperation of this type, such as in the policing of international football fixtures, for 
example.23,24  

Another issue that currently lacks clarity is what security measures would surround personal 
data contained in certificates or how a fraudulent certificate could be cross-referenced (see 
below). The question of who should hold the data is also unclear because of private sector 
involvement, e.g. in issuing certificates or receiving and checking them, e.g. airlines. 
Safeguards would be needed to maintain public confidence.    

4. Behaviour during travel 

A key issue for the travel industry – particularly for port, rail and airport authorities – is how 

passengers are likely to behave while in transit, while being transported and at 

interchanges/hubs. Available evidence on changes to travel habits during the pandemic 

suggests that people have generally embraced measures such as social distancing. 25 

However, there have been complaints about social distancing in some situations. For example, 

the recent introduction of new testing requirements for entry into the UK has resulted in delays 

and breaches of social distancing at Heathrow airport, although this problem may be 

temporary. Enabling people to adhere to regulations/guidance is therefore vital. As air and 

other forms of travel resume, hubs will be need to be redesigned in order to permit social 

distancing and avoid overcrowding at pinch points. Even if certified negative, passengers and 

crew still pose some risk, since no test can be completely relied upon. The degree of social 

distancing deemed desirable would probably depend on the prevalence of the virus globally. 

Most transport and public health authorities (e.g. IATA, PHE) have already given considerable 

thought to these matters. However, as the number of travellers increases, it may become more 

difficult to maintain current arrangements. The mixing of travellers from different parts of the 

world – with different conventions on social distancing, for example – will prove challenging in 

major hubs such as Heathrow. In New Delhi international airport, for example, a passenger 

tracking system was introduced to reduce delays and help people maintain social distance.26 

In South Korea, where there is a relatively high volume of internal travel, passengers wear 

face coverings at all times except when eating or drinking, as in the UK. All rail seats are 

booked in advance and only window seats are available. Single passengers taking flights sit 

in window seats only. Passengers boarding as a group may sit together but rows before and 

behind are kept empty in that case. These simple expedients are complemented by palm vein 

biometric systems at airports and major railway stations to reduce the need to remove masks 

for identification. The latter system permitted large numbers to travel safely at holiday 

seasons27.   

5. Post-travel measures 

a. Arrivals into the UK 

Doubts over the validity of certification may present problems at the point of passenger arrival. 
For example, if intelligence is received about the reliability of certification of passengers while 
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in transit – or if there is intelligence to suggest an alteration of the risk status of the nation from 
which they have travelled – what measures should be taken to deal with arrivals? Also, if entry 

is refused, whose responsibility are they (their own nation, the state into which they have 
travelled, or the carrier)?  

The answer to these questions would depend partly on what certificates allowed or prevented.  
If a passenger has a negative test certificate (or two certificates) on arrival into UK then it may 
be the case they do not require quarantine. If they do not have a valid certificate, they could 

still be allowed into UK if they perform quarantine. If so, rules for quarantine following non-
certificated arrival could be different from those for certified arrival, e.g. longer or with 

additional surveillance. 

Challenging the status of individuals entering the UK is likely to be fraught with difficulty 

because of possible accusations of racism at UK Borders or possible diplomatic incidents. 
Mechanisms for individual dispute resolution need to be worked out, even in advance of such 
a protocol (e.g. in the case of bi-lateral agreements in travel-corridors).  

Another issue to consider is whether the individual should be liable if they have a false 
certificate. Currently, if a person arrives in the UK with a test certificate that contains 

incomplete data, or if tests do not meet the specified requirements, they are committing a 
criminal act and face a £500 fine.28 In some cases, they may have knowingly purchased a 
counterfeit certificate but in other cases they may have undergone a test or vaccination without 

realising it was fake. Should the individual be liable for the failure of regulation in another 
state? This should be addressed in bi-lateral and multi-lateral agreements.  

One measure which could increase confidence in testing for inbound travellers is UK-issued 
certification on arrival (i.e. from large testing centres established at ports and airports). The 
UK has invested £22 billion in testing infrastructure so this may be readily achievable. 
 

b. Adherence to quarantine 

Methods of ensuring adherence to quarantine used internationally during the Covid-19 
pandemic include electronic monitoring, denying entry to public spaces without electronically 
validated proof of being virus-free, and mandating self-isolation and quarantine in supervised 
facilities. The acceptability of these different methods varies across countries, with harsher 
measures more likely to be applied in authoritarian regimes and some states (like Australia) 
with historically strong traditions of quarantine. Evidence regarding the effectiveness of these 
methods is mixed but those that require mandatory institutional quarantine may be presumed 
highly effective.29 
 
Some proposals have recently been put forward in an attempt to ensure quarantine is adhered 
to in the UK. These include the Australian system of providing secure hotel accommodation, 
with the (considerable) expense being borne by incoming travellers. The Australian scheme 
(also used by some other countries with historically strict quarantine arrangements) provides 
a high degree of security, although infection appears to have entered surrounding 
communities through hotel staff.30 The Australian system is also likely to be a major deterrent 
to travel and would hinder the reopening of the UK as a tourist/business destination if 
maintained over the long-term.  
 
The acceptability of quarantine in Australia also rests upon different models of policing. 
Australia has a policing tradition based upon paramilitary/colonial policing strategies. As such, 

policing and social control in Australia is strongly focussed on strict enforcement and 
compliance, and there is (at least among white populations) greater tolerance for intrusive 
policing approaches.  From a complex systems perspective, the UKs greater international 

connectivity compared to Australia and New Zealand is also highly relevant.  Full UK border 
closure has wider and more significant effects than these less connected nations. 
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Most nations with collective cultures such as Singapore, Vietnam, China, South Korea have 
had greater success in achieving and enforcing compliance than cultures such as the US and 

UK, where the focus has been largely upon the impact of compliance on individual liberty.31 
This may mean that some of the strategies used in China and Singapore, for example, are 

unlikely to work in the UK as they will be perceived as unacceptable limitations upon liberty. 
This could influence messaging in the sense that strategies may need to focus on individual 
concerns - e.g. small loss of liberty is good for one's self and one's loved ones – in addition to 

social good.  

One of the main issues with self-regulated quarantine is that false information has often been 
provided in passenger locator forms. Additionally, only up to 10% of arrivals are checked by 
the UK Border Force.32  Even among those who have entered self-regulated quarantine, 
compliance is far from perfect. An ONS international arrivals survey in early October 2020 
indicated that 67% of arrivals to the UK were compliant with the previous 14-day (now 10-day) 
self-isolation policy, with 12% saying that they were not compliant.33 Given that compliance is 
legally enforceable, even these self-reports are presumably an overestimate. However, 
adherence rates in future could differ depending on levels of Covid-19 infection and 
vaccination, in addition to the deterrent effect of enforcement.  
 
Data relating to self-isolation may provide additional insights into behaviour during quarantine 
after return from overseas. Around 29% of those reporting symptoms of COVID-19 in England 
reported fully self-isolating by staying at home.34 This rate may be even lower in those who 
are asymptomatic. Rates of self-isolation of other members of a household are also likely to 
be lower due to physical and other practical constraints (e.g. the need to travel to 
supermarkets to purchase food).35 This could be significant if quarantine of (non-travelling) 
household members is considered for those returning to the UK. 
 
In the UK, self-reported ability to self-isolate/quarantine is three times lower in those with 
incomes less than £20,000 or savings less than £100. However, willingness to self-isolate is 
high across all income and wealth groups. Adequate financial and provisioning support for 
those in quarantine is therefore likely to increase adherence to quarantine.36 In their survey of 
international arrivals, ONS noted that 19% of arrivals had left their accommodation to get basic 
necessities such as food or medicine.37 The relative balance between providing support for 
self-isolation and enforcement is unknown, however. 
 

b. Testing and release from quarantine 
 

Early release from a stipulated period of quarantine depending on testing has the merit of 
reducing the length of quarantine in most cases and probably increasing levels of adherence. 
In the case of PCR tests which are not conducted by the individual who is quarantined, one 
can have fairly high confidence that release from quarantine (e.g. after 5 or 10 days) carries 
little risk. From a behavioural perspective, self-administered lateral flow tests are more 
problematic. High false positive and negative rates may undermine credibility and adherence 
to testing and quarantining, although this problem might be mitigated by repeated testing. The 
burden and complexity of repeated testing may also disadvantage people with lower incomes, 
other social disadvantages (e.g. language or technology barriers), or disabilities. It may 
therefore be necessary to offer people who will find self-testing difficult or inaccessible the 
option of simply quarantining.38 
 
Additionally, motivation to self-test may decline in the latter part of the quarantine period and 
a strong package of support would be required throughout to maintain adherence. Access to 
test kits would also need to be rapid and reliable or the credibility of the system would be 
undermined, resulting in reduced adherence. If such a system were to be introduced, it would 
be essential to evaluate it quickly in order to improve implementation.39 
 

c. Enforcement of quarantine 
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Without detection and enforcement, some objective measures of mobility have shown small 
increases over time during lockdowns in the UK and elsewhere, while self-reports of staying 
at home decreased. The same could be expected if quarantine were not enforced. However, 
even if the number of gross violations is small, it can be expected that the media will highlight 
them, which will lead to demands for stronger enforcement. In the UK – and in most other 
Western cultures – there is a bias towards dispositional attributions of behaviour; in other 
words, to attribute acts to ‘wrong-doing’ rather than to accept situational drivers or limitations. 
Generally, this impacts disproportionately upon people perceived as socially marginal.40,41,42 
There is a danger that stigmatisation could result from such reporting. Furthermore, frequent 
reports of this kind could paradoxically create norms of non-compliance. As with adherence to 
other regulations and positive behaviours, it will be necessary to counterbalance negative 
reporting with praise for people who do the right thing. Most people will follow the rules most 
of the time and positive behaviour should be reinforced continually.43,44  
 
Concern over failure to adhere to quarantine in the UK has already led to proposals to replace 
self-isolation with institutional quarantine (see above) or to use methods such as facial 
recognition technology (FRT) to determine the movement of individuals who should be in 
quarantine. 45  Use of FRT is less likely to be a deterrent to inbound travellers than 
institutionalised quarantine but there would be concern that it might be extended to people 
who were self-isolating for other reasons. Extensive use of such technology or other 
technologies such as electronic tagging would raise concerns about civil liberties.46 It is likely 
that general support for FRT would be forthcoming only if the majority of the public agreed that 
there was demonstrable public benefit from its use in this instance. 47  However, the 
functionality of FRT would obviously be confined to larger urban areas. The fact that anti-vaxx 
and other anti-lockdown groups are focusing on surveillance and control issues also makes it 
likely that use of FRT would bolster conspiracy theories.48 
 
One alternative which has been suggested recently is the Polish system of ‘enhanced 
isolation,’ in which people are contacted daily and asked to show photographs of themselves 
in isolation. The Polish system would be less of a deterrent to travel but is likely to be very 
intensive in terms of the use of human resources to check isolating individuals, unless fully 
automated. If automated, it would be possible to circumvent such a system if individuals were 
leaving their residence for relatively short periods. The system would also require the 
quarantined individual to have access to functioning digital technology.  
 
More frequent, random spot-checks on self-adherence may provide a more reliable and 
socially acceptable alternative to the methods described above. This could be done remotely 
where fixed-line telephones are in place (true for around 4 in 5 UK households) but would 
otherwise require an in-person visit or digital approach.49  
 
On occasions when quarantine is broken, the police will normally be informed by neighbours, 
which raises the possibility of verbal/physical conflict among neighbours and, in some cases, 
inter-ethnic tension (e.g. involving families returning from visiting relatives overseas). 
Arguments between friends, family and neighbours have been exacerbated by the pandemic. 
Government messaging needs to be careful about how it describes people who break 
quarantine, as it could inflame such situations.50  
 
Breaches of quarantine will need to be firmly but sensitively policed. Police checks may be the 
first point of contact, assuming self-regulated quarantine continues to be used. The police will 
need to strike a balance between being seen to enforce breaches of quarantine (thus retaining 
public confidence) and being heavy handed. Much will depend on the specific conditions of 
quarantine, e.g. whether or not exercise or essential shop-visits are permitted. Egregious 
breaches in which quarantined individuals freely mix with others in their locality or return to 
work should require immediate enforcement, whereas an individual taking exercise in isolation 
(if not permitted) may be better dealt with using persuasion in the first instance. Policing may 
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also uncover situations where people require additional support in order to maintain quarantine 
(e.g. with shopping, providing care for others, accessing medication, or due to financial 
reasons) – providing links to groups that provide this support may be essential. Existing rules 
which prevent employers from requiring that someone attend work when they should be in 
quarantine will also require enforcement.51,52An approach to enforcement calibrated according 
to harm would maintain the confidence of communities and the perceived legitimacy of the 
police.53,54,55  
 
An additional consideration is that whilst police have the power to give fixed penalty fines for 

breaches of quarantine, the perceived fairness of the system may be damaged as a result of 
delays in the court system.56 In other words, challenges to imposed fines may be delayed or 
may fail to get court time. This might effectively mean that there is no real recourse to law if 

one feels a fine was excessive/inappropriate. 

If police are required to visit homes to ensure compliance, this is also likely to add an extra 

burden upon systems that may be feeling a pinch as a result of staff absenteeism. 
Absenteeism is currently high in some forces, such as the Police Service of Northern Ireland.57 

It is debatable how many resources police could realistically put into widespread quarantine 
compliance checking when presented with other calls for service. This may become a pressing 
issue when lockdown is eased and more normal patterns of offending re-emerge.  

Police would also face challenges to enforcement of home quarantine in that they would have 
to ensure that random checks are not perceived to be targeting certain members of some 

communities disproportionately. This will be difficult to achieve (e.g. experience of stop and 
search that appears to target black people disproportionately), especially as many individuals 
who return from overseas from trips to visit relatives may be members of BAME communities. 

Visits from uniformed police may cause families to feel shame at having travelled. If police are 
used in enforcement, non-uniformed visits may alleviate stress. 

 
6. Types of travel and traveller  

 
Most of the issues examined above apply regardless of whether travel is by land, sea or air, 
however there are some special considerations unique to certain types of 
transportation/traveller. 
 
In the case of road transportation (e.g. from EU/EEA), there are opportunities for infection at 
multiple localities if stops are made, these being usually at the discretion of the driver. This is 
an important consideration as restrictions ease, as substantially more people may choose to 
take private transport when travelling across borders because of the perceived risk of infection 
from passengers on public transport.58 In such circumstances, it is impossible to exert the 
same control over social distancing as might be expected on a plane or train, for example. 
Ferries may also provide more opportunities for infection in transit than some other modes of 
transport.  
 
Hauliers: cross-border travel from the UK into France is currently only possible if drivers are 
issued with a negative PCR test certificate (within 72 hours of the intended journey), either 
from facilities near Dover or if they have a Kent Access Permit, issued after receiving a 
negative test from a number of Haulier Advice Centres around the UK. Negative test 
certificates are now required for travel into the UK but hauliers are one of a number of 
exempted occupations/categories. For the reasons given above, this poses a significant risk 
of infection, although the economic and social consequences of lifting the exemption may 
currently outweigh this.  
 
There would also be practical difficulties in implementing a reliable scheme of certification for 
hauliers. If hauliers were no longer exempt, there would inevitably be a high demand for test 
certificates in a variety of European countries. Although specifications for the tests acceptable 
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to the UK are precise (as those for personal data provided on certificates), test providers are 
not specified.59 This raises in acute form the issue of counterfeit documentation, considered 
above. It is possible that some hauliers would seek fake documentation in order to reduce 
transaction costs/delays. 
 
Air crew: air crew are accustomed to dealing with discomfort and mild infections in the course 
of their work. At an early stage in the pandemic, many shrugged off symptoms but later 
realised that they had Covid-19 and became a source of infection.60 Since then, awareness is 
likely to have increased substantially and IATA has issued detailed guidance on infection 
control.61 Most airlines have put in place strict protocols to reduce infection but recent reports 
suggest that some major carriers have urged crews to continue flying despite having tested 
positive and to monitor themselves for signs of infection.62 It may be worth noting that some 
countries (e.g. Taiwan), insist on air-crew on planes flying from high-risk countries perform 
quarantine for 14 days.63 
 
While air travel probably presents the greatest risk of infection by volume, considerable risks 
are posed by commercial vessels in which infection control procedures are negligible. For 
example, the embarkation of Russian-owned fishing vessels in South Korean harbours 
(particularly Busan) has been linked to clusters of infection locally. Locals have also been 
infected when coming on board to repair ships docked in Korean harbours. Large numbers of 
crew sailing from ports such as Vladivostok have been found to be infected, in some cases 
despite apparently possessing negative PCR certificates. This is a clear example of the 
dangers posed by commercial vessels to the UK. In the case of South Korea, the risk has 
been mitigated by quarantine officers boarding commercial vessels to conduct their own tests 
before arrival. Negative tests are required before crew are allowed to disembark or locals are 
permitted to board.64 
 
Hard to reach communities: undocumented migrants and smuggled and trafficked individuals 
are particularly prone to infection with Covid-19 because of the circumstances in which they 
live and work and conditions during trafficking.65,66 There are many reasons why they would 
not report their infection status or be unable to quarantine, most obviously intimidation and 
fear of deportation. However, there would need to be great care in highlighting this issue as it 
is well established that fears over infection by immigrants – which are quite widespread67 – 
have often been exploited by anti-immigrant and Far Right groups.68,69,70 

 
Criminals: there is a realistic possibility that OCGs will change routes and modes of smuggling 
people, drugs and other illegal items in order to evade Covid-19 restrictions and congestion at 
borders due to other causes, e.g. new EU border arrangements. This means that points of 
least resistance – e.g. smaller ports along the east coast – may be chosen in preference to 
larger airports/channel ports. 
 
In conclusion, it would be relatively easy for the UK to impose measures to reduce infection 

from large commercial vessels (especially those sailing from countries which pose a significant 
risk). The test exemption for air-crews may need to be re-examined, following further scrutiny 

of airline practices. Hauliers and others coming into the UK by road/ferry may pose a 
significant risk but in current circumstances lifting the exemption on testing is unlikely to 
improve security against infection – certification is not yet sufficiently reliable. 
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